Diamond Seal™
After Care Instructions/
Maintenance:

1. Once or twice a week, while the enclosure is still hot and steamy, the last person out of the
shower wipes down the glass with any soft towel (microfiber towel recommended) to remove body oils, soap, dirt, and stains.
2. Once a week, whenever shower is dry, spray with Diamond Blue Wash, then buff with a clean, dry cloth (microfiber towel).
For example:
The last person out of the shower on Tuesday wipes down with any soft towel while enclosure is still hot and steamy. Then, for
example, on Friday or Saturday, while the shower is dry, using a soft towel, spray with Diamond Blue Wash and buff dry.
The Diamond Blue Wash refreshes the protective coating and reinstates shine.
Diamond Blue Wash is a safe and environmentally friendly GREEN water-based cleaner/polisher that dissolves and lifts oily
grime and dirt for a quick wash without water. Diamond Blue Wash refreshes the protective treatment on Diamond Seal TM
treated surfaces. The easy-clean, non-sticking protective properties can be maintained indefinitely with frequent applications. It
cleans, polishes, and protects all washable hard surfaces- treated and non-treated.
Excellent for glass, mirrors, and painted indoor/outdoor surfaces. Great all around cleaner/polisher. (Not for floors)
You can use Diamond Blue Wash on your mirrors, windows, countertops, granite, marble, stainless steel, fiberglass, etc.
Use Diamond Blue Wash for quick cleaning/polishing and maintenance of Diamond Seal TM treated and non-treated indoor/
outdoor surfaces and other washable hard surfaces. Simply spray on and wipe off with a micro fiber cloth. Most stains on Diamond Seal TM treated surfaces wipe away with Diamond Blue Wash. Spray to loosen soiled deposits. Buff dry with a microfiber cloth. Micro fiber cloths are recommended., although any soft cloth will work. To maintain the Diamond Seal TM original
finish, use Diamond Blue Wash rather than soap or harsh chemical products. Each application builds on more protection. Leaves surfaces water and dust repellent.
Diamond Seal TM never flakes or discolors.

Easy to apply - Water repellent - Dust repellent - Leaves a shine - Cleans and Shines - Contains no solvents - Pet friendly

TO REGISTER FOR YOUR LIFETIME WARRANTY VISIT:
WWW.DIAMONDSEALSYSTEMS.COM

To purchase additional bottles of Diamond Blue Wash:
Superior Shower Door
10471 Grant Line rd #110, Elk Grove, CA 95624
916. 684.6525 : info@superiorshower.net : superiorshower.net

